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Jessica L. Serrao………………………...……………….Metadata Librarian for Digital Collections
Scott M. Dutkiewicz…………………………...….Metadata & Monographic Resources Team Lead
Charlotte Grubbs……………………………………...……...Library Specialist and Metadata Guru
Krista Oldham………………………………………………...…………………...University Archivist
Lisa Bodenheimer…………………………………….Principal Cataloger & Co-Unit Head of TSCM
Jessica S. Scott………………………...………….……………..………….Library Specialist (TSCM)
Allison Shultz……………………………...…………….…………………..Library Specialist (TSCM)






Act III Creating Metadata
Act IV Metadata Review










James F. Byrnes with Maude Busch Byrnes on a donkey and Haitian woman in 
front of the NCO Club, Port-au-Prince, Haiti, 1938 (mss90_1561)










ACT II SCENE I
Orientation
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ACT II SCENE II
Orientation
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ACT II SCENE III  
Orientation
Mentor Expectations
Get a long-neglected collection 
completed
Educate faculty and staff outside 
the team about metadata
After initial orientation stage, 
minimal intervention by mentors
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ACT II SCENE IV  
OrientationUnderstand the nuts & bolts of the project
Learn how metadata is created at 
Clemson







ACT III SCENE I
Creating Metadata
Metadata creation was a collaborative effort between mentors and partners.
● Some partners preferred one-on-one training in Collective Access post-orientation
● While methods and styles varied based on mentor-partner relationship, we found 
CONSISTENT COMMUNICATION WAS KEY TO CONSISTENT METADATA
● Partners benefitted from dedicated Teams channel for project questions
The Mentors’ View
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Partners had questions about issues great and small: 
● how to find the balance between providing too much metadata but yet providing 
“enough” description? Or, how much information should you put in a title? 
● How to cope with people who were unidentified
● Verifying that research done to provide context or to identify people was “enough” 
and “correct.” Jumping down rabbit holes was allowed! 




What did these men have to 
do with James F. Byrnes?
ACT III SCENE III
Creating Metadata
Challenging Images
Tom Connally and Scott W. Lucas with journalist Selden 





ACT IV SCENE I
Metadata Review
Mentors’ Perspectives
Quality control was ongoing process, 
aimed at giving partners actionable 
feedback.
Partners complete set # of records
Mentors review records
Mentors give feedback to partners
Partners revise records, make 
adjustments to process as necessary
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ACT IV SCENE II 
Metadata Review
"Reviews were done in sections as we 
worked instead of at the end" - Partners.
"Mentors gave timely responses that 
allowed us to learn as we worked and 
built our confidence" - Partners
"I was able to track what I learned from 
paced reviews" - Partner Jessica Scott
Partners’ Perspectives
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French   Rue que les Allemands ont fait 
sauter (Lisa)
Russian   Война и мир (library colleague 
and Clemson Russian language program)




Partners were careful and responsive to instruction by mentors
Partners performed valuable research
Partner-mentor communication
Partners who finished assignments wanted to do more!




Mentors needed to be more hands-on during the metadata creation process than 
expected.
Projected completion date was inaccurate - initial expectations were August, but 
timeline stretched as partners returned to regular work.
Mentors who had not done quality control before were a little overwhelmed.
Some issues with consistency of metadata quality between boxes.
ACT V SCENE III
What Mentors Learned
What Could Be Done Better… Honestly
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Excellent instructional documentation for the project
Communication with mentors
Our understanding of the metadata process
Training and use of CollectiveAccess




More emphasis/training on the question “How much information is enough?”
Cross sharing of difficult unidentified individuals 
Common board for unidentified individuals
Overall the metadata project was a smashing success
ACT V SCENE V
What Partners Learned
What Could Be Done Better… Honestly
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Coming Attraction!
James F. Byrnes Photographs Collection



































Photographic images are from Mss 90, James F. Byrnes Papers, Special Collections, Clemson University 
Libraries, Clemson, SC. To be published in the digital collections at https://digitalcollections.clemson.edu/
Clemson Libraries Digital Project Charter template 
http://bit.ly/CUL-Project-Charter
Clemson Libraries Metadata Application Profile
http://bit.ly/CUL-Metadata-Application-Profile
CollectiveAccess
https://www.collectiveaccess.org/
Credits and Resources
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